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This presentation on virtual incorporations will not only deal with the
abstract theoretical but include two concrete embodiments of the virtual into
the “flipper book” of years ago and the cinematic. Both are enjoyable and
elucidate that which people readily understand. This brings imagination and
movement together.
The mind derives three kinds of representations, qualities, forms and
acts. There are three primordial elements of language which characterize
these representations, adjectives, substantives and verbs. Adjectives and
substantives symbolize states, verbs movement.
Now let us characterize our natural occurrence towards becoming. It
is varied. That which goes from one color to another color and from a
completely different color to another are different qualitative movements.
That which goes from acorn to oak from embryo to human being are
different evolutionary movements. That which goes from one action to
another and from a completely different action to another are different
extensive movements. All three of these movements themselves differ
immensely.
Now, if you will, remember the flipper book of years ago which
included still pictures that you rapidly flipped through so as to create
movement. This takes a series of snapshots and throws these instantaneous
views before one so that they replace each other very rapidly.
Virtual reality gets real when one steps inside and becomes “it.” In
this way one can use it to reproduce realms that exist only in our minds.
Virtual reality allows one to enter another consciousness. A mind-link where
anything goes. Think it, be it.
Methodological consciousness itself though not perceived appears to
be clear in the case of an unperceived object obscure in the case of an
unperceived idea. It is by successive degrees that the idea comes to embody
itself in that particular image which is virtual.
Henri Bergson says that the cinematographical method is the only
practical method. It consists in making the general character of knowledge
form itself on action, with the detail of each act dependent upon in its turn
on that of knowledge.1
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Virtual Interpretation of the Cinematographical Method

Now let us think of an original idea for the cinematic. The best
practical method most useful to summarize a story over and over again in
one’s mind is the cinematographical method. It is to relate a story in
summary, without unnecessary details to emphasize the essential points of
the plot.
To keep one engaged one has to intensify effects, to introduce shifts
and surprises around the main theme and meaning of every scene. This
process, the form of the essential elements is performed in one’s meaning. In
this way the story can be related succinctly. Then every subject can be
approached from several views, each illuminating its different aspect.
If a showing begins with specific characters committing a certain act,
the one engaged in this view realizes that these characters will be
accompanied throughout the cinematic. It is this that will constitute the main
theme.
The difficulty in developing action is that one does not get attracted to
inessential scenes. The major aspects should be developed and expanded,
letting others move into the background.
In thinking back to the flipper book, it is because it unrolls, bringing
in turn the different photographs of the scene to continue each other, that
each recovers mobility. This is the successive invisible movement of reality,
which is virtually possible.
Simply: imagination is virtual. Virtual reality did not come out of
nowhere. In its purest form it is imagination. It is now externalized in the
entertainment, space programs and the medical fields. Within our mind
imagination exists, that which is to be. The verb, imperative, commands
action. When imagination is embodied, brought into action it is the virtually
possible becoming real. That which was only thought up, which is virtual
reality, is possible since it already exists in the mind.2 As Ferrari says if it
can be conceived it can be created. This means it is virtually imagined as
already obtained. Imagination sees something as it is brought into action it
becomes embodied.
Notes
1)

Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution, trans. Arthur Mitchell (New York:
Henry Holt and Co., 1911), pp. 306-307.

2)

Thought and imagination are different aspects of the mind, disembodied so to speak, brought into being through action which is
embodied.

